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about us

THE VIBE

A stone’s throw from the stunning shores of Cardiff and
many of California’s best surf spots, Union Kitchen & Tap
– Encinitas is a neighborhood-friendly, community-oriented
venue located in North County, San Diego. Stylish but not
stuffy, this location offers an intimate yet open environment
boasting three separate dining areas, a lively main bar
and comfortable seating with reclaimed wood accents and
modern furnishings. Union’s classic American menu made
from fresh, local ingredients is perfectly paired with delicious
craft cocktails, local brews, a popular beer list and vintage
wines for an all-around experience aimed to satisfy every
customer.

OUR CULTURE

We pride ourselves on a culture complete with endless
innovation, spirited personalities, local love and a customercentric attitude. Our staff know and appreciate the value of
the local Encinitas community, and always seek to provide
the best to every visitor.

THE FOOD

Inventive American cuisine categorizes the food choices
at Union Kitchen & Tap, and our product-driven menus
showcase the quality and purity of each component, allowing
the flavors of each ingredient to shine and placing the
passion and craftsmanship of our chefs on full display. Our
seasonal menu reflects a repertoire of new and traditional
cooking methods enhanced with the best and freshest
ingredients, including those from our very own, lovinglycultivated patio (VEG) garden.

THE DRINKS

We take the same pride in our beverage selections as we
do our dining menus, emphasizing interesting and artisanal
winemakers and showcasing house-made cocktails and craft
beers with distinguished appeal. Our creative mixologists
serve up a myriad of classic and progressive cocktails
balanced with a broad spectrum of specially selected spirits
and liqueurs

about us

HYDROPONIC GARDEN

With the help of the organization, VEG, Union has developed the empty space next door into a hydroponic, sustainable garden.
The vegetables and produce grown in the garden are picked fresh daily and utilized in the kitchen to be integrated into Union’s
delectable menu items. Additionally, the vegetables grown are all dependent on seasonality to ensure natural growing cycles are
maintained.
How do hydroponic gardens work? The concept of soil-less gardening has been around for thousands of years, but it was only
within the last 65 years that scientists experimented with hydroponics for crop production. Hydroponic plants grow faster and yield
more than traditional soil gardening because the extra oxygen in the system stimulates root growth and allows nutrients to absorb
faster. Not to mention, the system requires less water than traditional cropping, making it environmentally friendly for climate
conditions such as ours in San Diego. The Hydroponic Garden at Union Kitchen + Tap has saved them 80% of the water they use.
Union Kitchen + Tap currently has three VEG gardens installed, with more to come, and has them planted with various organic
herbs, none of which contain GMOs or Pesticides, yielding fresh and natural ingredients. The garden currently houses cilantro,
Italian large leaf parsley, Genovese basil and Asian greens.

bio

ERIC LEITSTEIN
FOUNDER & OWNER

Eric Leitstein envisioned the development of a hospitality
group founded upon key principles of passion, integrity,
innovation and individuality, and dedicated to building up
and supporting local communities. Eric’s extensive industry
background and bulldog determination helped pave the way
for the establishment of OMG Hospitality Group in 2008
(named after his children, Olivia, Mason, and Gavin), and its
significant expansion since. OMG now encompasses four
restaurants (Union Kitchen & Tap in Encinitas & Gaslamp,
PB Ale House, and Backyard Kitchen & Tap), and is
additionally affiliated with Waterbar (coming soon), Sandbar,
and The Fish Shops (in Encinitas, Hermosa Beach, and
Pacific Beach). Eric’s original vision has been successfully
translated into locations marked by excellent customer
service, dynamic menus, signature craft beverages, and a
thriving corporate culture with a strong focus on giving back.
Eric resides locally with his wife Teresa and three children in
Encinitas, California.

CORPORATE CHEF

Daniel got his first kitchen job at the young age of 13. At 18 he
began his culinary studies at Le Cordon Bleu and completed
his internship at the recently remodeled Pittsburgh Convention
Center. At age 20, Daniel chose to go back to school and
pursue studies in Hotel, Restaurant & Institution Management
at Mercyhurst College. He then spent the next 4 years working
in various restaurants in Pennsylvania, New York and Northern
Virginia until he landed his first Executive Chef job at the age
of 24 of Blue Water Bistro is Southwest Florida. After to moving
to San Diego in 2014, Daniel quickly attracted the attention of
Eric Leitstein, CEO and Founder of OMG Hospitality Group.
He was offered the position of Corporate Chef for the group,
overseeing kitchen operations for all OMG locations. Daniel’s
passionate commitment to excellence carries through in his
fine eye for detail, rapid ability to organize and mobilize kitchen
staff, thorough assessment of the quality of materials used,
and keen proficiency as a leader and visionary.
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DANIEL ENGLAND

A young Michael Lina was told by his grandmother “You love to
eat, so you’d better learn how to cook”! After a brief foray into
Mechanical Engineering and a relocation from the Philippines,
Michael found himself right at home as a chef, stateside.
After completing his culinary education at the University of
California, Lina worked across a wide variety of restaurants,
hotels and country clubs, joining the OMG Hospitality Group
team in 2015 as Executive Chef. Lina’s passion for his work is
primarily evident in the simple joy he finds while cooking food
with fresh, locally-sourced ingredients at Union Kitchen & Tap
in Encinitas.

MEDIA CONTACT

CASEY SORRELL, ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES

3180 University Ave- Suite 640
San Diego, CA 92104
619.858.0322
casey@altstrategies.com
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EXECUTIVE CHEF

